Magnetic Filtration

**HPS, HPA and HPN Series**

Our Magnetic Indexing Drum Filters, both standard ferrite ceramic drum as well as the rare earth Neodymium Iron Boron Magnetic drum, are the leaders in the industry in design and magnetic field strength. The Neo filter provides strengths of 10X that of standard ferrite ceramic!

What sets us apart is our raised pole drum construction and the logic employed to index the drum, automatically on demand. Compared to smooth cylindrical drums that rotate continuously, our raised pole design provides 40% more magnetic surface area per linear foot. And because the drum is not rotated continuously, the captured contaminants being discharged are drier which reduces coolant loss. Our automatic indexing control logic will only rotate the drum when the fluidic probe generates a signal, as the captured contaminants continue to build up in the intense magnetic field. The purpose behind this circuitry is to maintain the optimum porosity of the filter matrix and thus using the matrix to capture some non-magnetic particles as well as heavy oils and greases. The most-reliable, ultra-efficient filtration and removal of magnetic and non-magnetic contaminants, from metal-working fluids.

**APPLICATIONS:**
- **MACHINING:**
  - Broaching
  - Gun Drilling
  - Hobbing
  - Milling
- **GRINDING:**
  - Centerless ID & OD
  - ThruFeed
  - Cylindrical Roll
  - Double Disk
  - Creep Feed & Thread Grinding
- Honing
- Micro Sizing

**ATTRIBUTES:**
- Cut your cost of dirty coolant disposal by up to 90%
- Capable of maintaining machine tool coolants to 10 micron
- Nominal clarity without the use of consumable media
- Improve tool life and product quality
- Safeguard worker health and safety

**BENEFITS:**
- Designed for easy installation and minimal maintenance
- Highly reliable systems with little to no downtime
- Minimal operator involvement and training
- No need to budget for expensive consumables
- Operates for pennies per day in electrical cost
- System payback typically in less than 9 to 12 months
- Systems available for small, medium and large operations
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Magnetic Filtration

SmartSkim Products:

- Centralized & Portable Coolant Recycling Systems
- Oil Water Separators
- Floating Suction Skimmers
- In-Line High Powered Rare-Earth Magnets for Fluid Filtration
- Sumpcleaners & Coolant Dispensers
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Materials of Construction

All Magnetic Filters are manufactured to industrial grade standards. Drums are constructed of 304 S/S and A36 HRS combinations. Filter housings are constructed of HRS, 304 S/S, and 6061 T6 Aluminum.

Optional Equipment

- Extended swarf discharge chute designed to meet site discharge requirements.
- Inlet distribution diffuser box designed to eliminate splash and evenly distribute dirty fluid across width of magnetic drum.
- Inlet enclosure designed to completely seal the top of the filter assembly (includes extend swarf discharge chute).

Site Requirements

*Flow rates are based on water based coolant applications. Flow rates on oil applications are reduced by 50%.
**These dimensions are for general reference only and are not certified drawings.
*** Suffix “C” on any model number represents “Chip Style Housing” for machining chip applications.
**** Suffix “N” on any model number represents “Neodymium Iron Boron” rare earth magnetic drum.
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